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Abstract

Against the backdrop of an aging population, China is actively experimenting with an innova-

tive elderly care model, so smart community elderly care has recently received widespread

attention. However, the results of the implementation of the model have not yet met the

expectation due to the variety of interests among the relevant participants. In this study, we

identified the most core stakeholders in smart community elderly care, developed a four-

party evolutionary game model including local governments, communities, service supply

enterprises and households with elderly members. By applying the system dynamics

method, we simulate the evolutionary paths and explore the complex interactions at the mul-

tiparticipant level in order to facilitate the transition of community elderly care services from

traditional to smart, and then propose managerial insights for accelerating the construction

of smart community elderly care. The results suggest that: (1) the four players in the game

influence each other and are intimately related, and the benign interaction between them

will further stimulate the vitality of the smart community elderly care industry; (2) appropriate

improvement in policy support will strongly promote smart community elderly care, and the

incentive effect on the demand side (households with elderly members) is more significant;

(3) when households’ preference for smart services increases, and the perceived value to

communities and enterprises reaches a certain threshold, communities and enterprises will

actively adopt smart solution and technology as well as develop stable portfolio strategy; (4)

measures such as simultaneously increasing the level of smart and resource synergy will

promote the system evolution toward smart services, and the system is more sensitive to

the internal behavior of the enterprise than the external behavior between community and

enterprise.
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1 Introduction

According to the World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition of population, people over

the age of 60 are categorized as elderly. In recent decades, the elderly population has grown in

almost every country, population aging has become a global trend [1]. The ever-expanding

demand for nursing services has increased the requirements for quality and efficiency geriatric

services worldwide. China is a rapidly aging and developing country; by 2025, the total number

of people aged 60 year and above is expected to exceed 300 million, indicating a moderately

aging society [2]. The progression of population aging has led to annually increasing pressure

on society to provide elderly care, and the structural disequilibrium of the elderly care industry

has been highlighted. Effectively meeting the needs of society based on the synergy of multiple

resources has become the focus of academic attention [3].

Community-based care can meet the care needs of older groups at home and is an impor-

tant model to help the elderly adapt to social development trends and improve the quality of

life in old age [4]. However, with the further aggravation of aging and the progress of society,

the shortcomings of traditional community elderly care services have become more and more

obvious in different countries and regions. For example, service and management are generally

inefficient, the contradiction between diversified demand and single supply is prominent,

financing for community elderly service projects is hard, with social capital being reluctant to

enter the market [5, 6]. Therefore, to adequately respond to the challenges produced by the

aging population, the Chinese government has issued corresponding policies to promote the

extension of professional institutional services to the community, integrate and use stock

resources to develop community-based care for the elderly, and further create a new model of

smart and healthy elderly care [7, 8]. Then the application of smart community elderly care in

China has begun to emerge.

The smart community elderly originated as an organic integration of traditional commu-

nity care and smart senior care. The concept of smart elderly care was first proposed by Unit

Trust in the UK, referring to the provision of elderly care services through the use of informa-

tion technology and intelligent control technology, which initially centered around smart

home [1]. As early as the beginning of the 21st century, European countries established active

and assisted living (AAL) research and development programs to promote the smart senior

care industry [9]. In the following years, countries have begun to try to integrate smart elderly

care into traditional community care services, for example, the United States has been explor-

ing the application of information technology to elderly care services to form a smart service

provision network [10]; Japan has deepened its smart medical services into the community

and created the "Tokyo model" of smart community elderly care [11]. With the rapid develop-

ment of science and technology, on the basis of the original smart home and health care,

experts organically embedded the new science and technology of Internet of Things, big data,

cloud computing and wearable devices into the community elderly service system, so that the

new technology is integrated into the door-to-door service and community care service [3,

12]. A more modern and mature smart community elderly care model has developed at a fast

pace. The model encourages technological, process, and content innovation in the supply ele-

ments as well as the supply mode of senior care services through information technology [3],

and increases service responsiveness, coordination and feedback by integrating and synergiz-

ing multiple subjects, which realizes a highly efficient packet-to-point elderly care model as

well as a more complete supply network and functional aggregation [13]. At the same time,

smart community elderly care services have largely overcome the problems of unbalanced sup-

ply and demand, fragmentation of resource distribution, and decentralization of management

subjects [14], thus promoting the elderly to enjoy their senior care, and enhancing the sense of
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well-being and security of the elderly and their children [15]. Therefore, smart community

elderly care is the mainstream trend of the future development of the community care indus-

try, as well as a national strategic choice in the context of the established modernization, digiti-

zation and intelligence [16].

Driven by a series of government policies, the smart elderly care service has witnessed sig-

nificant growth in major Chinese cities, and the market size has grown from 0.17 trillion yuan

in 2014 to over 4 trillion yuan by 2020 [17]. After 2020, the network-based intangible market

size will gradually approach the size of the traditional tangible market, and the smart elderly

industry will progressively enter the maturity period and form a perfect structural system [16].

Based on this, China’s smart community elderly care has shown a new development trend and

broad development prospects. Currently, China’s smart community care has presented the

coexistence of government-led public, market-led private, and social-led mutual assistance

models [14]. However, the government-led public model has to a certain extent crowded out

the space for other participating subjects, leading to the solidification of the center-edge power

structure among participants, which affects their enthusiasm and innovation [18]. The single

service model has also overburdened and pressured government services. In turn, the social-

led mutual assistance model suffers from deficiencies in system building, professionalism, and

unclear rights and responsibilities of multiple subjects [19]. Therefore, numerous governments

have encouraged private enterprises to join the creation, operation, and maintenance of smart

community elderly care, adopting a market-oriented operation mode of government subsidy,

independent operation, and self-financing, forming a new elderly care system involving "gov-

ernment subsidy, community assistance, enterprise supply, and elderly consumption" [14],

such us the Community Health Care Home in Futian District, Shenzhen; the Senior Citizen

Centre in Beishan Street, Xihu District, Hangzhou, etc. Although this market-led model has

been carried out in some areas of the pilot project, but its implementation has not reached the

ideal expectations, how to establish new type of mechanisms to promote the construction of

smart community elderly care, and then more organizations and users to join, to accelerate the

realization of the transition from the traditional community elderly care model to the smart, is

the urgent need in front of the decision-making departments and service provider.

Currently, research on smart community elderly care focuses on service and industry at the

macro level, smart technology and application at the meso-level, and user analysis at the micro

level [20]. In terms of the service model, scholars focus on such models as "Internet + commu-

nity elderly services", "Artificial Intelligence + community elderly services", "healthcare-inte-

grated smart community elderly services" and other modes [21–23], or form matching services

around living needs, medical needs and psychological needs, such as life care model and per-

sonalized health management model [24, 25]. At the same time, studies have shown that the

number of caregivers working in nursing homes and engaged in daily care services is declining

in many parts of the world, especially in developed countries such as Europe and the United

States [26], due in part to the fact that smarter elderly care services are being applied and the

traditional model of elderly care is gradually scaled down. On the smart technology and appli-

cation, scholars focus on new technologies such as artificial intelligence, Internet of Things

and mobile health technology, as well as applications of smart devices like robots and wear-

ables, in order to explore the impact of these technologies in the field of elderly care. Melkas

Helina et al. collected data from the implementation of the care robot in a Finnish municipal

elderly care service, and showed that the elderly can be successfully exercised with the help of

the robot and promising signs were observed in terms of motor skills, communication skills

and cognitive skills [27]. Muangprathu et al. used machine learning and integration of multiple

techniques to obtain a novel tracking system for the elderly, with more than 50% of users hav-

ing the highest level of satisfaction from the system satisfaction questionnaire [28]. Qian et al.
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consider the persistence of infectious diseases and their impact on the elderly in recent years,

pointing out that AI-based applications may pose a huge demand [29]. Although the use of

novel technologies in geriatric care is a young field, most of the current studies show encourag-

ing results. Finally, as end-users, the behavior and feedback of the elderly on the technology

and services should not be neglected, with special attention to the elderly cognition and sense,

the degree of difficulty in operation, privacy and security [8], and how to make the elderly

users break through the resistance to the use of emerging technologies and enhance the will-

ingness to participate in smart community elderly care is the focus of scholars’ attention. Jaana

et al. conducted a cross-sectional survey on mobile health technology and digital self-tracking

and pointed out the substantial differences between the elderly and general adults in the use of

smart technology, but at the same time, older adults and the general adult population are virtu-

ally identical in terms of satisfaction and willingness to continue using these technologies [30].

Zhang investigated the intention of older adults to use smart technologies and the influencing

factors based on the digital divide theory, and the results show that facilitation enhances the

interaction between perceived value and digital capability, and thus positively affects the will-

ingness to use smart services [31]. It is widely recognized by scholars that inducing a transition

in elderly people’s perceptions of traditional care is necessary so as to meet the expectations of

elderly care in the face of rapid technological advances and demographic changes.

On the other hand, research on smart transition and development has been increasing in

recent years, and many cities are improving the quality and performance of urban services

through digitization and intelligence [32], with a focus on improving people’s lives, environ-

mental efficiency, safety and sustainability [33]. Current studies mainly focus on administra-

tion, manufacturing, agriculture, transportation and other aspects [34]. For example, in the

administrative sphere, governments are adapting to fundamental changes in the social envi-

ronment through active transformation [35]. By providing intelligent, integrated, personalized

and interactive public services, it is not only modernizing the public sector, but also seeking to

rethink the way government operates to a large extent [36]. Hujran, O using data obtained

from smart government clients in the United Arab Emirates to extend the unified theory of

acceptance and use of technology to develop and validate integrated models for smart govern-

ment [37]. Guo et al. concluded that promoting the deep integration of new technologies and

government transformation by the paths of institutional safeguard, cultural aid, technological

innovation, and ethical security is an inevitable choice for realizing a service-oriented govern-

ment [38]. In the field of logistics, smart logistics cross fertilizes a number of cutting-edge tech-

nologies, such as the Internet of Things, big data analytics and artificial intelligence, with

logistics technology, combining them in a cyber-physical system to enable real time monitor-

ing and decision making, responsive communication and smoother material flow [39]. Liu

et al. explored the incentives for logistics service supply chain to undergo smart transformation

from a logistics service supply chain perspective [40]; Sun et al. proposed a conceptual frame-

work for smart logistics transformation from a reverse logistics perspective, linking Industry

4.0 enablers, smart services and operations transformation, and targeted sustainable develop-

ment goals [39]. In agriculture and manufacturing, the digital revolution has led to the trans-

formation and upgrading of industries with information, knowledge and equipment as the

core elements, which makes production smarter and becomes an important strategic support

for promoting high-quality development of the economy [41, 42]. Yin et al. based on the eco-

logical niche theory, established a new niche domain model for the selection of digital green

innovation partners for enterprises in the advanced equipment manufacturing system in agri-

culture, and assisted them to carry out the practice of smart transformation in agriculture [43].

Yin et al. theoretically analyzed the pressure-state-response model of digital technology to pro-

mote smart transformation and green innovation in the manufacturing industry and pointed
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out that its driving mechanism mainly involves the degree of the application of digital technol-

ogy, the structure of energy consumption, and the level of regional economy [44]. It can be

seen that research on smart construction and transformation has been carried out in many

places and many fields with some achievements. Its experience has significant reference to the

field of elderly care, and to a certain extent, it also promotes the attempt to build the smart

elderly care, then accelerate the development of modern and smart cities.

Combing through the above literature, it can be found that scholars have adopted a variety

of models and methods for smart community elderly care as well as smart transition, and have

also provided supportive insights for the construction of smart community elderly care, but

the model is currently still small in scope, new in form and weak in motivation. In the smart

community elderly care development, its effectiveness depends on the comprehensive role of

multiple subjects and factors, the existing research in the perspective and subject is relatively

single, even if the consideration of multi-body is also less to explore the complex interaction

mechanism at the level of many participants, and it is difficult to reflect the decision making

evolution in the process of smart community elderly construction. In addition, few scholars

have approached the study of smart transition from the perspective of senior care. Therefore,

in order to further realize the smart transition of community elderly care, it is necessary to

construct a multi-principal synergistic system to study the promotion and development of

smart community elderly care services.

Moreover, in the existing literature, we found that the top-level promotion of the creation

of elderly care services has received considerable attention [45–47]. Government implementa-

tion of the concept and policy framework of active aging is urgently required to scientifically

and prudently formulate supportive policies to promote the development of elderly care [48].

However, the effectiveness of government promotion is affected by the uncertainty and diver-

gent attitudes of the other actors in the industry chain, which may hinder the degree of engage-

ment in smart community elderly care. As such, the first study questions was: Do government

measures dynamically affect the degree of smart of the remaining participants and thus the

shift from traditional to smart elderly care, and if so, how? In addition to government support,

the active role of the family of the elderly in the provision of elderly care has been examined.

Some scholars have studied the need, satisfaction, as well as the ability and degree of use with

digital technologies of elderly people with smart community care [49–51]. Nevertheless, few

scholars have explored the role of older adults’ preferences in elderly services in this context.

Therefore, we introduced preferences into the smart community elderly care model to explore

how they impact the subject’s strategy choice under their long-term influence. At the same

time, government currently does not have mandatory requirements for community and ser-

vice supply enterprise to become smart. Although pilot projects have been conducted in vari-

ous provinces and to varying degrees, due to the limitation of smart community senior-care

services, many people are concerned about resource or the reluctance of older people to accept

the new model, and the investment in smart community senior care construction may not be

recovered [52], which has led to communities and service enterprises waiting to see the devel-

opment between traditional and smart senior care. This is a pressing issue that deserves to be

addressed. Therefore, in this study, we constructed a four-party evolutionary game model

around the market-driven model of government subsidy—community assistance—enterprise

supply—elderly consumption. We aimed to find an equilibrium point through the evolution-

ary game to enable all subjects to actively participate in the transition toward community

elderly care and to establish a synergistic framework of multiple subjects of smart elderly care

to describe the complex relationships among participants. Additionally, the dynamic evolu-

tionary process of smart community elderly care was inspected from a finite rationality view-

point, and the evolutionary mechanism of group behavior was elucidated by considering
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several factors such as strength of implementation, elderly care preference, and level of smart-

ness, providing a theoretical basis for the macro regulation of elderly care and widens the

application of evolutionary game in the field of social governance and public health.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we review the evolutionary game

theory and its applications, and construct the evolutionary game theoretical framework. Then

in Section 3, the specific hypotheses and variables are described, while the evolutionary game

model matrix is constructed. In Section 4, the stability of the strategies of each game player is

outlined. Next, Section 5 simulates the ESS and external parameters with Vensim and possible

scenarios. Sections 6 and 7 provide feasible suggestions and short conclusions for managers,

respectively.

2 Evolutionary game theory and the main players of the game

2.1 Evolutionary game and its application

In terms of research framework, game theory has become an effective tool to study the mecha-

nism of synergy, cooperation and to find the optimal strategy, which is extensively used in the

field of complex economic, engineering and management science systems [53–55]. As a

branch of game theory, evolutionary game, which is an extension of game theory in the study

of dynamic conflict, is a theoretical model that combines game theoretical analysis with

dynamic evolutionary processes, starting from individuals and taking groups as the object of

study [56]. The theory suggests that in reality individuals are not behavioral optimizers, and

that decisions are made through a dynamic process of imitation, learning, and mutation

between individuals [57]. Compared with traditional game theory, evolutionary game theory

is particularly suitable for exploring individual behavioral strategies in large-scale interactive

systems and verifying the evolutionary advantage of various strategies over those of competi-

tors [58]. And in reality, the elderly care subject decision-making process facing the incom-

pleteness of information and their own rationality defects, the evolutionary game theory has

the advantages of limited rationality assumption and incomplete information, so that it applies

to the coordination process of multiple elderly care subjects in the dynamic decision making

[59]. On this basis, some scholars have studied the games involved in the senior care process.

For example, Zhou et al. constructed a evolutionary game model between the government and

private elderly care institution, and then analyzed the policy orientation of supporting private

institutions based on the concept of "active ageing" and the policy framework to provide man-

agement insights [48]; Li et al. built a senior care game from the perspective of enhancing the

resilient development of the emerging senior care technology industry, which effectively

matches resource elements to cope with risks internally and maintains the operation of the

structure of the emerging elderly care technology industry externally [60]. They also noted the

need for further research on elderly care decision making behavior to enrich and reinforce the

overall increase in the public value of elderly care services. Therefore, in this study, we use evo-

lutionary game model to study in depth the cooperative and win-win mechanism of multiple

subjects in the smart community elderly care system, as well as the influence of its main factors

on the evolution of the system, according to which the proposed policy recommendations can

effectively stimulate the rapid, healthy and sustainable development of the smart community

elderly care industry.

2.2 The main players of the game

An industry or organization can be viewed as a system linked by a multilateral contract

between all stakeholders, in the process of operation, a single subject acting alone can hardly

achieve the overall Pareto Optimality, and when it comes to multiple stakeholders, the
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participating subjects will be based on their own status and role in the interest of the game

[61]. In smart community elderly services, the stakeholders are complex, including the govern-

ment, various organizations and the elderly, and so on, which means that the coordination

between different stakeholders is quite difficult [62]. According to the different degree of inter-

est involved in each supplying subject, we find that there is a discrepancy between the strength

of interest and the level of status of each subject due to the difference in their own attributes.

Therefore, combining with previous research [61, 63, 64], we classify smart community elderly

care participants into three levels of core stakeholders, sub-core stakeholders, and marginal

stakeholders according to Mitchell’s equalization method about the classification and defini-

tion of stakeholders, as shown in Table 1. Considering the importance of each subject, in this

paper we only discuss the interest game of core stakeholders and sub-core stakeholders, which

is the game of local governments, communities, service supply enterprises and households

with elderly members. Specifically, in the process of smart community elderly care services,

the four main subjects assume different social roles. Elderly people are the demanders and ben-

eficiaries of services, and enterprises are the service suppliers; at the same time, under the

macro-policies enacted by the central government to promote elderly care, local governments

are the direct recipients of the central policy, playing a top-down role in guiding and incentiv-

izing them; the community’s primary roles are to assist enterprises and households, for exam-

ple, through community "satisfaction surveys" and "elderly care capacity assessment", to

provide feedback to enterprises and governments on the elderly’s view on services, so as to

achieve the optimization and upgrading of elderly care. The service model constituted by the

four main subjects is shown in Fig 1. Despite the different roles, driven by smart technology,

the smart community elderly care services is conducive to the formation of a diversified gath-

ering of subjects with converging interests, and each subject can seek cooperation through

close interaction, thus achieving the maximization of individual and organizational goals, and

ultimately realizing the optimization and sustainability of smart elderly care services. In doing

so, a theoretical framework that simultaneously involves the local government, the commu-

nity, the service supplying enterprise, and the household with elderly members was developed

to describe the relationship between these subjects, as shown in Fig 2.

3 Evolutionary game models

3.1 Question description

In the quadrilateral gaming process, the local government strategies involve both "positive and

negative support". Local governments can create financial and incentive policies to develop

smart community elderly care but may not actively provide support policies to the market or

may only symbolically implement them. The strategy of the community as a facilitator is

"active and passive assistance"; taking active measures to provide the elderly in the community

with the necessary supplies for smart services (such as venues), monitoring and giving feed-

back to service providers, or they are reluctant to invest in the support of the construction of

smart community elderly care. As a direct service provider, the strategy of the enterprise is to

Table 1. Segmentation of stakeholders in the main subject of smart community elderly care.

Stakeholder classification

basis

Core stakeholder Sub-core stakeholders Marginal stakeholder

Stakeholder delineation

category

Elderly people and their children in the

community

Government, market and service enterprises,

community

Social or non-profit organization

Importance and interest Close and direct interest General close relations Lower demand, participation and

importance of benefits

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.t001
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Fig 1. Smart community elderly care service model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g001

Fig 2. The theoretical framework for the evolutionary game model of smart community elderly care.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g002
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"provide smart or non-smart services". For smart services, service supply enterprise apply inte-

grated community senior-care platform and accelerate the implementation of big data technol-

ogy and artificial intelligence to provide smart services through integration and collaboration,

thereby providing more efficient and high-quality services. However, enterprises may choose

to apply only a basic digital information system, with fewer online services, with a low level of

intelligent implementation and low investment in smart facilities. As the direct beneficiaries of

the elderly care service, the household with elderly members implements a strategy of "choos-

ing smart and traditional services", which represents the preference and tendency of the elderly

and their children to use smart or traditional services.

3.2 Model assumptions

Hypothesis 1: First, the government’s attitude toward the smart construction of community

elderly care is relatively conservative, community assistance is not available, and the smart

degree of the elderly care service supply enterprise is low. Although the social development

process is currently slow and the service supply enterprise are not highly competitive, as

long as social elderly care is still operating, certain benefits can be achieved by the enterprise

and other subjects. G,C,P and E denote the basic benefits of the local government, commu-

nity, service supply enterprise, and household with elderly members, respectively.

Hypothesis 2: Regarding smart community elderly care, the local government faces the choice

of positive or negative support, corresponding to probabilities of x and 1—x, respectively.

Referring to the domestic form of support, let the cost of the government’s infrastructure

for the smart elderly care system be C1. The local government gives a construction subsidy

Tp to the community for their active assistance, and the enterprises of high smart services

are paid in the form of government-purchased services, which is set as Cs. To promote and

popularize the participation of elderly groups, the local government implements incentive

mechanisms to directly subsidize the elderly to purchase services or indirectly incentivize

the elderly to participate in smart community elderly care through the community and

enterprise. This government input is considered as Al. And set the support strength of local

government as r1 2 [0,1]. In addition, when the local government introduces positive sup-

port policies, the proactive response and implementation of the community and the service

supply enterprise will create certain social benefits for the government, which are set to Sbc
and Sbp, respectively. With reference to the relevant literature, when local government sup-

port is weak, the external development conditions of community and service supply enter-

prise are relatively immature, the comparatively low rate of return and small number of

supply services have not significantly increased the local government’s social benefits rela-

tive to the government’s ambitious expenditures on the entire senior care industry [48].

Hypothesis 3: The community can choose between active and passive assistance with prob-

abilities y and 1—y, respectively. The cost of community active implementation, C2,

includes supervision and feedback costs, resource support, and so on, with the degree of

implementation coefficient of r2 2 [0,1]. First, through the community’s active assistance

in smart elderly care system construction, the willingness of highly smart enterprises to

cooperate with the community and the satisfaction of households who choose smart

elderly care increase, while generating value-added benefits to the community as ρRcp
and Rce, ρ is the coefficient of the synergy of resource allocation between enterprise and

community. Moreover, regardless of the community’s decision to adopt a certain atti-

tude, the highly smart services of the enterprise will enable the community to enjoy addi-

tional benefits from the smart services, Ra, such as the reputation of the community in
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the region, the improvement in service quality, and economic benefits. In addition, if the

local government is positive while the community is slack, because Chinese community

have the obligation to assist government departments in social management, the com-

munity will deviate from the government’s administrative direction and hinder the con-

struction of smart elderly care, which will be criticized or even punishment by the

government; its negative value perception is -Ng.

Hypothesis 4: The service supply enterprise can choose to provide highly smart services and

low- or non-smart services with probability z or 1—z, respectively. Assume that the basic

service cost of the elderly service enterprise is C3. Referring to the relevant literature [65],

the additional smart cost DC ¼ q cp þ 1

2
S2

� �
is invested when the smart level is higher,

where cp is the quantity cost, 1

2
S2 denotes the quality cost, and S is the service level of the

enterprise. q 2 [0,1] is the smart degree coefficient. Among them, higher degree of smart

are reflected in the scale of application of smart hardware and network, the scope of service

content, and other "quantity" aspects; and in wearable devices, intelligent monitoring ser-

vice equipment, and other smart hardware functions, efficiency, service quality, and other

"quality" aspects. Higher smartening inputs lead to significant quality improvement and

efficiency gain for the enterprise, where the total benefit increase compared with the origi-

nal model is qPs.
Moreover, the enterprise gain from adopting smartness is influenced by the synergy of

resource allocation between the enterprise and community ρ. The synergy gain by the

highly smart enterprise with active community assistance is ρRpa; it also has a guiding and

promoting effect on the low- or non-smart enterprise, which is ρRpn (Rpa> Rpn). Because

the synergistic smart gain of the enterprise with passive community assistance is relatively

weak, we assumed here that the gain by the service supply enterprise when they form a

weak synergistic relationship with the community is zero.

Hypothesis 5: The probability that the household with elderly members choose smart or tradi-

tional when selecting community elderly care services is w and 1—w, respectively. Suppose

α(0 < α< 1) is the sensitivity of households with elderly members to the service level,

where a larger α indicates the poorer health of the elderly. L is the basic service payment for

households; β(0< β< 1) indicates the price sensitivity, where a larger β means a weaker

ability to pay. Then, (1 - β) represents the proportion of households willing to pay more for

additional smart because of the more valuable services generated by additional smart.

When the household choose smart elderly care, θ and γ represent the proportion of the

household gaining additional health benefits because of the value of service efficiency

enhancement, convenience, and diversity brought by favorable community environment

and high smart services [66]. On the contrary, households with preferences for traditional

services are not willing to pay more and therefore do not use smart services.

Hypothesis 6: Households’ preference will also contribute to the choice of supply-side strate-

gies, so we set the perceived value of community and enterprise for household preferences

as Ncs, Nct and Nps, Npt, respectively, where s denotes smart preference, and t denotes tradi-

tional preference. When household preferences are consistent with the supply-side strategy

(that is, the community and enterprise actively participate in smart construction and house-

holds prefer smart services; or when the community and enterprise negatively treat smart

construction and households prefer traditional services), the supply side is incentivized

with increased household loyalty in both of the above two cases. On the contrary, when

preferences and supply-side strategies are not aligned, this leads to negative effect due to a
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series of negative feedbacks such as declining ratings and loss of potential customers. More-

over, because smartness is the mainstream trend in future social development, and the cur-

rent market share of smart services is quickly rising, so here the perception of smart

preference by the community and enterprise is higher than the perception of traditionaliza-

tion preference, which is Ncs> Nct, Nps> Npt.

As mentioned above, we can obtain the payoff matrix for the quadrilateral subjects, as shown

in Tables 2 and 3. For convenience, let A,B,C and D correspond to the local government, com-

munity, service supply enterprise and household in the payment matrix, respectively. Mean-

while, the four strategy combinations are counted as numbered 1–16 in order according to the

payment matrix, where the household with smart preference (Table 2) is recorded as odd and

the household with traditional preference (Table 3) is recorded as even.

3.3 Dynamic evolution results analysis

3.3.1 Evolutionary stable strategy of the local government. The expected payoff of the

local government choosing positive and negative support are UA1 and UA2. Then, the average

expected payoff is UA.

UA1 ¼ yzwa1 þ yzð1 � wÞa2 þ yð1 � zÞwa3 þ yð1 � zÞð1 � wÞa4 þ ð1 � yÞzwa5

þ ð1 � yÞzð1 � wÞa6 þ ð1 � yÞð1 � zÞwa7 þ ð1 � yÞð1 � zÞð1 � wÞa8 ð1Þ

UA2 ¼ yzwa9 þ yzð1 � wÞa10 þ yð1 � zÞwa11 þ yð1 � zÞð1 � wÞa12 þ ð1 � yÞzwa13

þ ð1 � yÞzð1 � wÞa14 þ ð1 � yÞð1 � zÞwa15 þ ð1 � yÞð1 � zÞð1 � wÞa16 ð2Þ

UA ¼ xUA1 þ ð1 � xÞUA2 ð3Þ

Table 2. Payoff matrix when household is smart preference.

C

Provide highly smart services Provide low- or non-smart services

A Positive B Active G − C1 − Tp − Cs − Al + Sbc + Sbp G − C1 − Tp − Al + Sbc
C − C2 + Tp + ρRcp + Rce + Ra + Ncs C − C2 + Tp − Nct
P + Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs + ρRpa + Nps P − C3 + ρRpn − Nps

E(1 + θ + γ) + αS(1 + q) − L(1 + 1 − β) + Al E(1 + θ) + αS − L(1 + 1−β)Al

Passive G − C1 − CS − Al + Sbp G − C1 − Al

C − r2 C2 + Ra − Ng − Ncs C − r2 C2 − Ng − Ncs
P + Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs + Nps P − C3 − Nps

E(1 + γ) + αS(1 + q) − L(1 + 1 − β) + Al E + αS − L(1 + 1 − β) + Al

Negative B Active G − C1 − r1 (Tp + CS + Al) G − C1 − r1 (Tp + Al)

C − C2 + r1 Tp + ρRcp + Rce + Ra + Ncs C − C2 + r1 Tp + Rce + Ncs
P + r1 Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs + ρRpa + Nps P − C3 + ρRpn − Nps

E(1 + θ + γ) + αS(1 + q) − L(1 + 1 − β) + r1 Al E(1 + θ) + αS − L(1 + 1 − β) + Al

Passive G − C1 − r1 (CS + Al) G − C1 − r1 Al

C − r2 C2 + Ra − Ncs C − r2 C2 − Ncs
P + r1 Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs + Nps P − C3 − Nps

E(1 + γ) + αS(1 + q) − L(1 + 1 − β) + r1 Al E + αS − L(1 + 1 − β) + r1 Al

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.t002
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Therefore, the dynamic evolution equation of the local government is:

FðxÞ ¼
dx
dt
¼ x UA1 � UAð Þ

¼ xð1 � xÞ Sbc � TP þ r1TPð Þyþ SbP � CS þ r1CSð Þz þ � AL þ r1ALð Þw½ �

ð4Þ

dðFðxÞÞ
dx

¼ ð1 � 2xÞ Sbc � TP þ r1TPð Þyþ SbP � CS þ r1CSð Þz þ � AL þ r1ALð Þw½ � ð5Þ

According to the theorem of differential equation stability, x is the stability point of the

local government’s strategy when the probability x of local government choosing positive sup-

port satisfies F(x) = 0 and F0 (x) < 0. The same applies to the remaining three subjects. Next,

we discuss the influence of the probability y of active assistance by the community on the local

government’s strategy choice.

Let Gðy; z;wÞ ¼ Sbc � TP þ r1TPð Þyþ SbP � CS þ r1CSð Þz þ � AL þ r1ALð Þw. From

Gðy; z;wÞ ¼ 0, we can get: when y ¼ SbP � CSþr1CSð Þzþ � ALþr1ALð Þw
TP � Sbc � r1TP

,
dðFðxÞÞ

dx � 0; when

y 6¼ SbP � CSþr1CSð Þzþ � ALþr1ALð Þw
TP � Sbc � r1TP

, let F(x) = 0, then x = 0 and x = 1 are two equilibrium points, so we

need to discuss them in categories.

Proposition 1: If the probability of the community choosing the active assistance strategy is

higher than
SbP � CSþr1CSð Þzþ � ALþr1ALð Þw

TP � Sbc � r1TP
, then the probability that the local government chooses to

positive support stabilizes at 1. Conversely, if the probability of the community choosing the

active assistance strategy is less than
SbP � CSþr1CSð Þzþ � ALþr1ALð Þw

TP � Sbc � r1TP
, then the probability that the local

government selects positive support stabilizes at 0.

Proof:
dðGðy;z;wÞÞ

dy ¼ Sbc � TP þ r1TP > 0; therefore, G(y,z,w) is an increasing function with

respect to y. When y > SbP � CSþr1CSð Þzþ � ALþr1ALð Þw
TP � Sbc � r1TP

, G(y,z,w)> 0, and hence there are
dðFðxÞÞ

dx jx¼0
> 0,

dðFðxÞÞ
dx jx¼1 < 0. At this point, the local government chooses to positive support strategy. When

Table 3. Payoff matrix when household is traditional preference.

C

Provide highly smart services Provide low- or non-smart services

A Positive B Active G − C1 − Tp − CS + Sbc + Sbp G − C1 − Tp + Sbc
C − C2 + Tp + ρRcp + Ra − Nct C − C2 + Tp − Nct

P + Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs + ρRpa − Npt P − C3 + ρRpn + Npt
E + αS − L E + αS − L

Passive G − C1 − CS + Sbp G − C1

C − r2 C2 + Ra − Ng + Nct C − r2 C2 − Ng + Nct
P + Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs − Npt P − C3 + Npt

E + αS − L E + αS − L
Negative B Active G − C1 − r1 (Tp + CS) G − C1 − r1 Tp

C − C2 + r1 Tp + ρRcp + Ra − Nct C − C2 + r2 Tp − Nct
P + r1 Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs + ρRpa − Npt P − C3 + ρRpn + Npt

E + αS − L E + αS − L
Passive G − C1 − r1 Cs G − C1

C − r2 C2 + Ra + Nct C − r2 C2 + Nct
P + r1 Cs − C3 − ΔC + qPs − Npt P − C3 + Npt

E + αS − L E + αS − L

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.t003
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y < SbP � CSþr1CSð Þzþ � ALþr1ALð Þw
TP � Sbc � r1TP

, G(y,z,w)< 0, then
dðFðxÞÞ

dx jx¼0 < 0,
dðFðxÞÞ

dx jx¼1 > 0. At this point, the

local government chooses a negative support strategy.

Proposition 1 suggests that when the probability of active community assistance decreases,

the local government are more inclined to adopt a conservative fiscal policy and negative sup-

port. When the probability of active community assistance increases, the local government

changes from negative to positive support. At this time, if the local government still adopts

negative support, although it relieves a certain financial burden in the short term, it will place

pressure on people’s livelihoods and elderly care and will face the risk of lagging behind in the

construction of smart urban services, which is not worth the loss. Therefore, with the gradual

advancement of the smart development process and the increasing willingness of the partici-

pants to engage a healthier and more advanced way of elderly care, positive support will

become the mainstream strategy of the local government.

In summary, the response function for the local government’s choice of strategy x is:

x ¼

0 if y <
SbP � CS þ r1CSð Þz þ � AL þ r1ALð Þw

TP � Sbc � r1TP

½0; 1� if y ¼
SbP � CS þ r1CSð Þz þ � AL þ r1ALð Þw

TP � Sbc � r1TP

1 if y >
SbP � CS þ r1CSð Þz þ � AL þ r1ALð Þw

TP � Sbc � r1TP

ð6Þ

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

According to Proposition 1, the phase diagram of positive support strategies chosen by the

local government was drawn and is shown in Fig 3, where V11 represents the probability of

x = 1 and V12 represents the probability of x = 0.

3.3.2 Evolutionary stable strategy of the community. The expected payoff for the com-

munity choosing active and passive assistance are UB1 and UB2; the average expected payoff is

Fig 3. Phase diagram of the evolution of local government strategies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g003
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UB. Then,

UB1 ¼ xzwb1 þ xzð1 � wÞb2 þ xð1 � zÞwb3 þ xð1 � zÞð1 � wÞb4 þ ð1 � xÞzwb9

þ ð1 � xÞzð1 � wÞb10 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � zÞwb11 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � zÞð1 � wÞb12 ð7Þ

UB2 ¼ xzwb5 þ xzð1 � wÞb6 þ xð1 � zÞwb7 þ xð1 � zÞð1 � wÞb8 þ ð1 � xÞzwb13

þ ð1 � xÞzð1 � wÞb14 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � zÞwb15 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � zÞð1 � wÞb16 ð8Þ

UB ¼ yUB1 þ ð1 � yÞUB2 ð9Þ

Therefore, the dynamic evolution equation for the community is:

FðyÞ ¼
dy
dt
¼ y UB1 � UBð Þ ¼ yð1 � yÞ UB1 � UB2ð Þ

¼ yð1 � yÞ½ 2Ncs þ 2Nct þ Rceð Þwþ Ng þ TP � r1TP

� �
xþ rRcPz þ r2C2 � 2Nct � C2 þ r1TP�

ð10Þ

dðFðyÞÞ
dy

¼ ð1 � 2yÞ 2Ncs þ 2Nct þ Rceð Þwþ Ng þ TP � r1TP

� �
xþ rRcPz þ r2C2 � 2Nct � C2 þ r1TP

h i
ð11Þ

Next, we discuss the impact of changes in the probability w of choosing smart services for

the household with elderly members on the choice of community strategy.

Let Gðx; z;wÞ ¼ 2Ncs þ 2Nct þ Rceð Þwþ Ng þ TP � r1TP

� �
xþ rRcPz þ r2C2 � 2Nct �

C2 þ r1TP: From G(x,z,w) = 0, when w ¼
NgþTP � r1TPð ÞxþrRcPzþr2C2 � 2Nct � C2þr1TP

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce
;
dðFðyÞÞ
dy � 0; when

w 6¼
NgþTP � r1TPð ÞxþrRcPzþr2C2 � 2Nct � C2þr1TP

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce
; let F(y) = 0, then y = 0 and y = 1 are two equilibrium

points, so we need to discuss them in categories.

Proposition 2: If the probability of the household opting for smart services is higher than

NgþTP � r1TPð ÞxþrRcPzþr2C2 � 2Nct � C2þr1TP
� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce

, then the probability of the community opting for active assis-

tance stabilizes at 1. Instead, if the probability that an elderly household opting for smart ser-

vices is lower than
NgþTP � r1TPð ÞxþrRcPzþr2C2 � 2Nct � C2þr1TP

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce
, then the probability that the community

chooses active assistance stabilizes at 0.

Proof:
dGðx;z;wÞ

dw ¼ 2Ncs þ 2Nct þ Rce > 0; therefore, G(x,z,w) is an increasing function with

respect to w. When w >
NgþTP � r1TPð ÞxþrRcPzþr2C2� 2Nct � C2þr1TP

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce
, G(x,z,w) > 0, so

dðFðyÞÞ
dy jy¼0

> 0,

dðFðyÞÞ
dy jy¼1

< 0. The community chooses an active assistance strategy at this time. When

w <
NgþTP � r1TPð ÞxþrRcPzþr2C2 � 2Nct � C2þr1TP

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce
, G(x,z,w)< 0, there are

dðFðyÞÞ
dy jy¼0

< 0,
dðFðyÞÞ

dy jy¼1
> 0. At

this point, the community chooses passive assistance strategy.

Proposition 2 suggests that when the demand for community smart elderly care from

households increases and the willingness to be smart improves, the increased perception of

value promotes a shift in community decision making from passive to active assistance. If the

household’s willingness to adopt smart services is weaker and they are less receptive to new

things, the community resists smart construction, and decision making changes from active to

passive assistance.
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In summary, the response function for the community’s choice of strategy y is:

y ¼

0 if w <
Ng þ TP � r1TP

� �
xþ rRcpz þ r2C2 � 2Nct � C2 þ r1TP

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce

½0; 1� if w ¼
Ng þ Tp � r1Tp

� �
xþ rRcpz þ r2C2 � 2Nct � C2 þ r1Tp

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce

1 if w >
Ng þ TP � r1TP

� �
xþ rRcpz þ r2C2 � 2Nct � C2 þ r1Tp

� 2Ncs � 2Nct � Rce

ð12Þ

8
>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>:

According to Proposition 2, the phase diagram of active assistance strategies chosen by the

community was drawn and is shown in Fig 4, where V21 represents the probability of y = 0,

and V22 represents the probability of y = 1.

3.3.3 Evolutionary stable strategy of the service supply enterprise. Let the expected pay-

off of a service supply enterprise with high smart be UC1 and the expected payoff of an enter-

prise with low- or non- smart be UC2. The average expected payoff is UC, then

UC1 ¼ xywc1 þ xyð1 � wÞc2 þ xð1 � yÞwc5 þ xð1 � yÞð1 � wÞc6 þ ð1 � xÞywc9

þ ð1 � xÞyð1 � wÞc10 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞwc13 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞð1 � wÞc14 ð13Þ

UC2 ¼ xywc3 þ xyð1 � wÞc4 þ xð1 � yÞwc7 þ xð1 � yÞð1 � wÞc8 þ ð1 � xÞywc11

þ ð1 � xÞyð1 � wÞc12 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞwc15 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞð1 � wÞc16 ð14Þ

UC ¼ zUC1 þ ð1 � zÞUC2 ð15Þ

Therefore, the dynamic evolution equation of the service supply enterprise can be written as:

FðzÞ ¼
dz
dt
¼ z UC1 � UCð Þ ¼ zð1 � zÞ UC1 � UC2ð Þ

¼ zð1 � zÞ Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþ 2Nps þ 2Nptð Þwþ r1Cs � q Cp þ
1

2
S2 � Ps

� �

� 2Npt

� � ð16Þ

Fig 4. Phase diagram of the evolution of community strategies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g004
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dðFðzÞÞ
dz

¼ ð1 � 2zÞ Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþ 2Nps þ 2Nptð Þwþ r1Cs � q Cp þ
1

2
S2 � Ps

� �

� 2Npt

� �

ð17Þ

Then, we discuss the impact of the change in the probability w of choosing smart services

for the household with elderly members on the strategic choices of service supply enterprise.

We have Gðx; y;wÞ ¼ Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþ 2Nps þ 2Nptð Þwþ r1Cs �

q Cp þ
1

2
S2 � Ps

� �
� 2Npt: From G(x,y,w) = 0, we conclude that when

w ¼
Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþr1Cs � q Cpþ1

2
S2 � Psð Þ� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt
,
dðFðzÞÞ
dz � 0. When

w 6¼
Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþr1Cs � q Cpþ1

2
S2 � Psð Þ� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt
, let F(z) = 0, then z = 0 and z = 1 are two equilib-

rium points, so we need to categorize the discussion.

Proposition 3: If the probability of the household with elderly members preferring smart

services is higher than
Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþr1Cs � q Cpþ1

2
S2 � Psð Þ� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt
, then the service supply enter-

prise’s probability of providing highly smart services stabilizes at 1. If the probability of the

household tending toward smart services is lower than
Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþr1Cs � q Cpþ1

2
S2 � Psð Þ� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt
,

the probability of the service supply enterprise providing highly smart services stabilizes at 0.

Proof: Because
dGðx;y;wÞ

dw ¼ 2Nps þ 2Npt > 0, G(x,y,w) is an increasing function with respect

to w. When w <
Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþr1Cs � q Cpþ1

2
S2 � Psð Þ� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt
, G(x,y,w)> 0, so

dðFðzÞÞ
dz jz¼0 < 0,

dðFðzÞÞ
dz jz¼1 > 0. Similarly, when w is greater than the above threshold, G(x,y,w)< 0; at this time

dðFðzÞÞ
dz jz¼0

> 0,
dðFðzÞÞ

dz jz¼1
< 0: Similar to Proposition 2, Proposition 3 shows that if the house-

hold tends to have a strong smart service, then the service supply enterprise tends to provide

smarter services, and their decisions are closely related to the decision-making behavior of the

local government and community. Conversely, if the household prefers traditional services,

then the enterprise also tries to provide more traditional services. This confirms once again

that that the household’s preference plays a role in other subjects’ decision.

Additionally, the response function of the enterprise choosing a highly smart service strat-

egy can be expressed as:

z ¼

0 if w <

Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþ r1Cs � q Cp þ
1

2
S2 � Ps

� �

� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt

½0; 1� if w ¼
Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþ r1Cs � q Cp þ

1

2
S2 � Ps

� �

� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt

1 if w >

Cs � r1Csð Þxþ pRpa � pRpnð Þyþ r1Cs � q Cp þ
1

2
S2 � Ps

� �

� 2Npt

� 2Nps � 2Npt

ð18Þ

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

According to Proposition 3, the phase diagram of choosing a highly smart service strategy

by enterprises was drawn and is shown in Fig 5, where V31 represents the probability of z = 0,

and V32 represents the probability of z = 1.

3.3.4 Evolutionary stable strategy of the household with elderly members. The

expected payoff of the household with elderly members choosing smart or low- or non-smart
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services are UD1 and UD2, respectively; and the average expected payoff is UD. Then,

UD1 ¼ xyzd1 þ xð1 � yÞzd5 þ ð1 � xÞyzd9 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞzd13 þ xyð1 � zÞd3

þ xð1 � yÞð1 � zÞd7 þ ð1 � xÞzð1 � yÞd11 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞð1 � zÞd15 ð19Þ

UD2 ¼ xyzd2 þ xð1 � yÞzd6 þ ð1 � xÞyzd10 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞzd14 þ xyð1 � zÞd4

þ xð1 � yÞð1 � zÞd8 þ ð1 � xÞzð1 � yÞd12 þ ð1 � xÞð1 � yÞð1 � zÞd16 ð20Þ

UD ¼ mUD1 þ ð1 � mÞUD2 ð21Þ

Therefore, the dynamic evolution equation of the household can be written as:

FðwÞ ¼ wð1 � wÞ AL � r1ALð Þxþ yEyþ ðgEþ aqSÞz þ bL � Lþ r1AL½ � ð22Þ

dðFðwÞÞ
dw

¼ ð1 � 2wÞ AL � r1ALð Þxþ yEyþ ðgEþ aqSÞz þ bL � Lþ r1AL½ � ð23Þ

Let Gðx; y; zÞ ¼ AL � r1ALð Þxþ yEyþ ðgEþ aqSÞz þ bL � Lþ r1AL. From G(x,y,z) = 0,

we conclude that when z ¼ AL � r1ALð ÞxþyEyþbL� Lþr1AL
� gE� aqS ,

dðFðwÞÞ
dw � 0; when z 6¼ AL � r1ALð ÞxþyEyþbL� Lþr1AL

� gE� aqS ,

let F(z) = 0, then w = 0 and w = 1 are two equilibrium points, thus we need to categorize and

discuss two situations.

If the probability of the service supply enterprise choosing to provide highly smart services

is higher than
AL � r1ALð ÞxþyEyþbL� Lþr1AL

� gE� aqS , then the probability of the elderly household choosing

smart services stabilizes at 1. Conversely, if the probability is lower than the above threshold,

then the probability of the elderly household choosing smart services stabilizes at 0. The proof

is the same as the above so will not be repeated here.

Proposition 4 indicates that when the strategic probability of the service supply enterprise

choosing to respond positively to the construction of smart services increases, the best strategic

choice for the household is to actively participate in smart services at this time to receive better

health services. This is corroborated by the findings of the analysis of the evolutionary stability

of the service supply enterprise. In turn, they will shift from engaging in smart to traditional

elderly care.

Fig 5. Phase diagram of the evolution of service supply enterprises’ strategies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g005
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At this point, the response function of the household choosing a smart community elderly

care strategy can be expressed as:

w ¼

0 if z <
AL � r1ALð Þxþ yEyþ bL � Lþ r1AL

� gE � aqS

½0; 1� if z ¼
AL � r1ALð Þxþ yEyþ bL � Lþ r1AL

� gE � aqS

1 if z >
AL � r1ALð Þxþ yEyþ bL � Lþ r1AL

� gE � aqS

ð24Þ

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

Thus, the evolutionary dynamics and evolutionary stabilization strategy of the elderly

household are shown in Fig 6, where V41 is the probability of the household choosing w = 1,

and V42 is the probability of the household choosing w = 0.

4 System stability analysis

A set of equations for the replicated dynamic consisting of local government, community, ser-

vice supply enterprise, and household with elderly members. Making this system of equations

0 yields 16 pure strategic equilibrium points for the replicated dynamic system, that is,

E1(0,0,0,0), E2(0,0,0,1), E3(0,0,1,0), E4(0,0,1,1), E5(0,1,0,0), E6(0,1,0,1), E7(0,1,1,0), E8(0,1,1,1),

E9(1,0,0,0), E10(1,0,0,1), E11(1,0,1,0), E12(1,0,1,1), E13(1,1,0,0), E14(1,1,0,1), E15(1,1,1,0), and

E16(1,1,1,1), where the stability of the mixed equilibrium point is not considered because it

must not be ESS in an asymmetric evolutionary game.

According to Lyapunov Stability Theory [67], the stability of a dynamic evolution system

can be judged by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian Matrix composed of the set of dynamic evolu-

tion equations. When the real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian Matrix are all negative,

the equilibrium has asymptotic stability; if at least one of the eigenvalues is not negative, the

Fig 6. Phase diagram of the evolution of household with elderly members’ strategies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g006
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equilibrium is unstable, whereupon the Jacobian Matrix is expressed as J:

J ¼

@FðxÞ
@x

@FðxÞ
@y

@FðxÞ
@z

@FðxÞ
@w

@FðyÞ
@x

@FðyÞ
@y

@FðyÞ
@z

@FðyÞ
@w

@FðzÞ
@x

@FðzÞ
@y

@FðzÞ
@z

@FðzÞ
@w

@FðwÞ
@x

@FðwÞ
@y

@FðwÞ
@z

@FðwÞ
@w

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð25Þ

Bringing E1~E16 into the Jacobian Matrix, the eigenvalues of the equilibrium points are as

shown in Table 4.

For scenarios 1 and 2, the community is passive, the enterprises provide weak smart

services, and the household with elderly members choose the traditional elderly care,

which prevents the local government from gaining smart utility. (0,0,0,0) is the least desir-

able stabilization result under r2 � 1ð ÞC2 þ r1Tp < 2Nct, � DC þ qPS þ r1CS < 2Npt condi-

tions. This suggests that when the local government chooses negative support, the

difference between transfers received by community and the cost of community assis-

tance, and the sum of enterprises’ net benefits from smart construction and government

subsidies, both of which are lower than the value perception of double preference on

households. All players are passive and sluggish and lack of better coordination, the

implementation of smart community elderly care is in trouble. For scenario 2, that is,

(1,0,0,0), although the local government support attitude is more positive, and the transfer

payment and incentive subsidy of the local government have been increased, the relative

net benefit of other subjects actively participating in the construction of smart community

elderly care is still not greater than zero, or the relative net benefit is less than ideal, so

that they cannot bear excessive cost risks and choose conservative strategy.

Scenario 3 is a less desirable stable outcome, where the community unilaterally pro-

ceeds to increase the smart level with positive support from the local government and tra-

ditionalized services chosen by household. The stability conditions are

1 � r2ð ÞC2 � TP � Ng þ 2Nct < 0, � DC þ qPS þ CS þ rRpn � rRpa � 2Npt < 0. This indi-

cates that the community’s own expenditures are less than the difference between the neg-

ative effect of the community’s inversion with the government and the value perception of

double preference for households; and the net benefit of enterprise smart construction is

less than the sum of the value-added benefit when the community actively assists and the

perceived effect of double preference. Compared with scenario 2, in which the community

chooses to actively assist because the relative net benefit is greater than zero and more

desirable, the local government provides transfer payments to the community considering

community behavior. Additionally, despite the community’s active and increased assis-

tance from enterprise in getting smart elderly care, they may still choose to provide low-

smart or non-smart services due to cost, efficiency, and social environment factors. The

household will be stimulated by the community to some extent, but the improved health

benefit of choosing smart elderly care is not apparent, so they are in a state of waiting and

seeing.

Scenario 4 is (1,1,1,1), meaning (positive support, active assistance, highly smart ser-

vices, choosing smart services), which is the ideal result under the condition of

� r1 � 1ð Þ TP þ Cs þ ALð Þ < Sbc þ Sbp, when all players proactive participate in the
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construction and service of smart community elderly care. This shows that if government

subsidies are adequate and supply side capacity and preparation for smart is sufficient,

households with elderly members are more likely to choose smart services to enjoy a

more convenient and modern elderly life. Meanwhile, the household will also play a role

in influencing community and enterprise to promote smart community elderly care sys-

tem. Such a stable strategy facilitates the achievement of smart elderly care goals, pro-

vides a favorable condition for building smart modern city, and creates the highest social

surplus.

Table 4. System equilibrium point stability for four-party pure strategy solutions.

Equilibrium

point

λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 Stabilization

point

E1(0,0,0,0) 0 r2 C2 − C2 − 2NCt + r1 Tp r1 Cs − q(cp + 1/2�S2) − 2Npt + qPs βL − L + r1 Al (0,×,×,−)

ESS

Scenario 1

E2(0,0,0,1) r1 Al − Al 2Ncs + r2 C2 − C2 + Rce + r1 Tp 2Nps − q(cp + 1/2�S2)+r1 Cs + qPs L − βL − r1 Al (−,+,+,+)

Unstable

E3(0,0,1,0) Sbp − CS + r1 Cs r2 C2 − C2 − 2Nct + r1 Tp +

ρRcp
2Npt + q(cp + 1/2�S2) − r1 Cs − qPs βL − L + r1 Al + γE +

αS�q
(+,×,×,−)

Unstable

E4(0,0,1,1) Sbp − CS + r1 Cs − Al + r1 Al 2Ncs − C2 + r2 C2 + Rce + ρRcp
+ r1 Tp

q(cp + 1/2�S2) − 2Nps − r1 Cs − qPs L − βL − r1 Al − γE −
αS�q

(×,+,−,×)

Unstable

E5(0,1,0,0) Sbc − Tp + r1 TP C2 − r2 C2 + 2Nct − r1 Tp r1 Cs − q(cp + 1/2�S2) − 2Npt + qPs +

ρRpa − ρRpn
βL − L + r1 Al + θE (+,×,×,−)

Unstable

E6(0,1,0,1) Sbc − Al + r1 Al − Tp + r1 TP C2 − r2 C2 − 2Ncs − Rce − r1 Tp 2Nps − q(cp + 1/2�S2) + r1 Cs + qPs +

ρRpa − ρRpn
L − βL − θE − r1 Al (×,−,+,×)

Unstable

E7(0,1,1,0) Sbc + Sbp − CS + r1 Cs − Tp + r1

TP
C2 − r2 C2 + 2Nct − ρRcp − r1

Tp
2Npt + q(cp + 1/2�S2) − r1 Cs − qPs −
ρRpa + ρRpn

βL − L + θE + γE + r1

Al + αS�q
(+,+,+,+)

Unstable

E8(0,1,1,1) Sbc + Sbp − Cs − Al − Tp + r1 Al +

r1 Cs + r1 TP
C2 − r2 C2 − 2Ncs − Rce − ρRcp
− r1 Tp

q(cp + 1/2�S2) − 2Nps − r1 Cs − qPs −
ρRpa + ρRpn

L − βL − θE − γE − r1

Al − αS�q
(+,−,−,×)

Unstable

E9(1,0,0,0) 0 Ng − C2 + r2 C2 − 2NCt + Tp Cs − 2Npt − q(cp + 1/2�S2) + qPs βL − L + Al (0,×,−,−)

ESS

Scenario 2

E10(1,0,0,1) Al − r1 Al 2Ncs − C2 + r2 C2 + Ng + Rce +

Tp
Cs + 2Nps − q(cp + 1/2�S2) + qPs L − βL − Al (+,+,+,+)

Unstable

E11(1,0,1,0) Cs − r1 Cs − Sbp Ng − 2Nct − C2 + r2C2 + Tp +

ρRcp
2Npt − Cs + q(cp + 1/2�S2) − qPs βL − L + Al + γE +

αS�q
(−,×,+,×)

Unstable

E12(1,0,1,1) Al + Cs − Sbp − r1 Al − r1 Cs 2Ncs − C2 + r2 C2 + Ng + Rce +

Tp + ρRcp
q(cp + 1/2�S2) − 2Nps − Cs − qPs L − βL − Al − γE −

αS�q
(×,+,−,×)

Unstable

E13(1,1,0,0) Tp − Sbc − r1 TP C2 − r2 C2 + 2Nct − Ng − Tp Cs − 2Npt − q(cp + 1/2�S2) + qPs +

ρRpa − ρRpn
βL − L + Al + θE (−,×,×,−)

ESS

Scenario 3

E14(1,1,0,1) Al − Sbc + TP − r1 Al − r1 TP C2 − r2 C2 − 2Ncs − Ng − Rce −
Tp

Cs + 2Nps − q(cp + 1/2�S2) + qPs +

ρRpa − ρRpn
L − βL − Al − θE (×,−,+,+)

Unstable

E15(1,1,1,0) Cs − Sbc − Sbp + Tp − r1 Cs − r1

TP
C2 − r2 C2 + 2Nct − Ng − Tp −
ρRcp

2Npt − Cs + q(cp + 1/2�S2) − qPs −
ρRpa + ρRpn

βL − L + Al + θE + γE
+ αS�q

(−,×,×,+)

Unstable

E16(1,1,1,1) Al + Cs + Tp − Sbc − Sbp − r1 Al
− r1 Cs − r1 TP

C2 − r2 C2 − 2Ncs − Ng − Rce −
Tp − ρRcp

q(cp + 1/2�S2) − 2Nps − 2Nps − qPs −
ρRpa + ρRpn

L − βL − Al − θE − γE
− αS�q

(×,−,−,−)

ESS

Scenario 4

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.t004
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5. Evolutionary path and strategy combination analysis and

simulation

5.1 Initial setup of system simulation

System dynamics as the powerful tool to analyse the relationship between the feedback struc-

ture of the variables within the modern social and economic system, focusing on revealing the

pattern of change of things and provide evolutionary trends in decision-making thinking, and

with the combination of evolutionary game theory has been extensively used in a variety of

fields [68]. In order to intuitively reveal the local government, community, service supply

enterprise and household with elderly members initial evolutionary path and important

parameter sensitivity, we further visualise the behaviour of the four parties by means of numer-

ical simulation of system dynamics. Based on Vensim PLE, set the simulation start time as 0,

simulation end time as 100, and simulation step size as 0.001. Considering the current situa-

tion of smart community elderly care in China, we selected the regional data published by the

Anhui provincial government report in 2022 as the main basis [69], and we set the simulation

parameters considering market research and the parameter settings in the literature [60, 70,

71]. After data processing, Table 5 was obtained.

After the initial setup of the model, the flow, stock, and auxiliary variables present in the

model are considered in order to further construct the flow diagram. Based on the equation of

Table 5. Parameter assignment.

Tp Cs Al r1 Sbc Sbp C2 r2 Rcp Rce Ncs Nct Ng ρ
0.6 1.1 3.6 0.6 1.3 1.9 3.5 0.6 1.5 2.5 2.7 1.7 4 0.8

cp S Ps q Rpa Rpn Nps Npt α β θ γ E L
5.5 1.7 9.3 0.8 2 0.8 5.7 3.8 0.5 0.75 0.1 0.1 70 60

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.t005

Fig 7. SD-based game model of multi-subject behaviour in smart community elderly care.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g007
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the relationship between the variables, four variables, the rate of active support from local gov-

ernment, active assistance from community, highly smart services from enterprise, and house-

hold choosing smart services, are set as stocks. Four parameters, including the rate of change

of positive support from government, active assistance from the community, highly smart ser-

vices from enterprise, and selection of smart services by household, were set as flows. In addi-

tion, 39 variables were used as auxiliary variables. The logical relationship between flows and

stocks is determined by the set of replicated dynamic equations (fx,fy,fz,fw), and the relation-

ship between auxiliary variables and flows is jointly determined by the expected benefit of the

quadrilateral subjects and the replicated dynamic equations, resulting in the SD model shown

in Fig 7.

At the same time, assuming that the probability of government, community, enterprise and

household strategy taking value are all 0.5, it is not difficult to see that under the initial assign-

ment and when all four parties adopt mixed strategy, the system exists pure strategy evolution

equilibrium point (1,1,1,1). The results verify the reasonableness and stability of the evolution

model, and the evolution process is shown in Fig 8.

5.2 Impact of government support on system evolution

As can be seen from Figs 9–12, the increase in government support has a positive incentive

effect on the remaining subjects. By investing financial fund, the government is able to fully

stimulate the market vitality of smart community elderly care service and release the consump-

tion potential. Regarding the government’s subsidy strategy (Fig 9), appropriate changes will

not shift the government’s positive attitude, but the intention to subsidize continues to decline

as the amount of the subsidy increases due to the government’s expectation to obtain the

Fig 8. Strategy evolution process of each party under initial assignment.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g008
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Fig 9. Evolutionary paths of government with different levels of support.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g009

Fig 10. Evolutionary paths of communities with different levels of support.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g010
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highest return for the least investment. We speculate that if unlimited subsidies are provided

without certain social return, the government may eventually choose to abandon the subsidy,

and the development of smart elderly services will stagnate. For the community and the enter-

prise (Figs 10 and 11), despite the positive development of the smart elderly care market, due

to the long payback cycle of the industry itself and the difficulty of avoiding additional cost

and risk in smart construction, the increased government subsidy and incentive relieve the

pressure on their capital flow in time, incentivizing the community and enterprise to provide

quality services. For the household with elderly members (Fig 12), with increased government

subsidy and the readiness of the community and enterprise to proactively provide smart

elderly services, the satisfaction of elderly group increases with these better services and they

are more inclined to purchase smart services for higher health benefit. Therefore, it is suitable

for the government to appropriately enhance the subsidies to the other three parties, so that

the interests of the subjects in the system can be satisfied to varying degrees.

Further, do differences in government incentive recipients have different impacts on

the final benefits? To this end, based on the evolutionary results of government support

in Figs 9–12, by adjusting the incentive allocation ratio o ¼
AL

ALþCSþTP
in order to explore

the influence of heterogeneity in government subsidy, the numerical results are shown in

Table 6. Table 6 shows that when the government’s subsidy allocation ratio is at o ¼ 1

4
,

which means that the subsidy received by the elderly household accounts for 1

4
of the total

subsidy of the community, service supply enterprise and household with elderly mem-

bers, all three of them evolve towards low- or non-smart community elderly care. When

the allocation of government subsidy is at o ¼ 1

2
, it is obvious that an increase in the

Fig 11. Evolutionary paths of enterprises with different levels of support.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g011
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allocation of household subsidy makes the system values converge more slowly to the

negative strategy. If the subsidy percentage is further raised, all three will rapidly con-

verge on smart elderly care behaviours, with a significant positive incentive effect. There-

fore, it can be obtained that the heterogeneity of subsidy not only affects the convergence

rate of the system, but also directly affects the convergence state when the proportion of

subsidy allocated to the household is uneven. At the same time, with a lower allocation

ratio for the household, it will hinder the promotion of smart elderly care, which is

caused by the fact that the starting point of smart community elderly care still belongs to

the elderly eventually, and it also confirms the effectiveness of the demand-side incentive

in the subsidy for elderly care services. However, excessive allocation will not be condu-

cive to the government’s own performance of its duty, so the amount of subsidy should

be reasonably allocated, so as to motivate the whole system to advance towards smart

elderly services.

Table 6. The effect of government subsidy heterogeneity on evolution of parties’ strategies.

t o ¼ 1

4
o ¼ 1

2
o ¼ 3

4

x y z w x y z w x y z w
0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

1 0.7694 0.5710 0.1445 0.0013 0.7893 0.7160 0.2973 0.0156 0.5527 0.999 1 0.9606

2 0.8488 0.3787 0.0030 0 0.8886 0.5961 0.0104 0 0.4771 1 1 0.997

3 0.8837 0.2553 0.00005 0 0.932 0.4989 0.00021 0 0.3911 1 1 1

4 0.904 0.1744 0 0 0.9561 0.4346 0 0 0.3145 1 1 1

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.t006

Fig 12. Evolutionary paths of households with different levels of support.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g012
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5.3 Impact of perceived value of household preferences on system evolution

Given the three combinations of smart service value perception scenarios, as shown in Figs

13–15, namely {Ncs, Nps} = {{1.3,2.8},{2.7,2.8},{2.7,5.7}}, the system will stabilize at a satisfac-

tory level so that the smart transition of elderly services can be properly handled. The results

showed that higher preference perception has a significant effect on the evolutionary path of

all four subjects.

When the perceived value of smart services is low for both community and the service sup-

ply enterprise, the community does not adopt an active assistance strategy, and the service sup-

ply enterprise only choose to provide more traditional senior-care services. The probability of

both choosing a negative smart construction strategy converges fast, implying that both parties

are more decisive in choosing a conservative strategy. Additionally, the community, in the

case of increased value perception of smart elderly services, although the strategy at this point

still evolving towards zero, they also increase their assistance to some extent, prolonged time

required for evolution toward non-smart strategies. When the value perception of both com-

munity and enterprise regarding elderly smart services rise, both of them proactively choose

the smart strategy, and the probability that the government as well as households choose an

active strategy also increases to a certain extent. Conversely, as Fig 16 shows, if the perceived

value of traditional preference by community and enterprise increases, evolutionary stabiliza-

tion strategies will proceed in the opposite direction. This implies that the impact of household

preference value perceptions on community and enterprise is important, and that the higher

the perceived value of the community’s or enterprise’s smartness preference, the more it will

Fig 13. Evolutionary paths when both community and enterprise perceived value of smart preference is low.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g013
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facilitate its smart service provision. Since the willingness of the elderly to participate in smart

elderly care services affects the perceived value of communities and enterprises to a great

extent. Therefore, from the perspective of the elderly group, by adopting strategies to promote

consumption, such as effective and credible marketing, a favorable consumption environment,

and direct or indirect senior care subsidies as mentioned above, can also in turn prompt com-

munities and service supply enterprises to choose highly smart strategies.

5.4 Impact of external and internal parameters on system evolution

Figs 17–19 shows the simulation results of the smart level of the enterprise q for the main

endogenous dynamic factor, and the resource synergy ρ for the main exogenous dynamic fac-

tor on the evolution of the strategy among the four participants. Fig 17 (ρ = 0.8, q = 0.5) and

Fig 18 (ρ = 0.5, q = 0.8) show that the final stabilization of the strategy are unsatisfactory for

both the lower internal and external dynamic factors. When both q and ρ are higher (Fig 19),

the convergence of each party becomes faster and eventually stabilizes at (1,1,1,1). This implies

that increases in smart level of the enterprise and resource synergy values create not only more

benefits than risks for the enterprise in the creation of smart services and more mature interac-

tion between the community and enterprise, but also appropriate incentives to the household

to stimulate their participation in smart services for the elderly. It puts a higher standard on

the close collaboration between enterprise and community. As the main service provider in

the smart community elderly service, it is obviously insufficient for communities or enterprises

to be unilaterally active. At this point, a buffer exists in the convergence of the household with

Fig 14. Evolutionary paths as the perceived value of community to smart preference increase.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g014
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elderly members because, during the initial selection, the households are skeptical of the new

elderly care model and face unknown risks, but as the tendency of other subjects to choose

"positive" strategy grows, the evolutionary stabilization strategy of the household eventually

converges on the smart services. The simulation results also showed that the system is more

sensitive to the level of smart than the level of resource synergy since the service supply enter-

prise interfaces with the end household demand through face-to-face approach, which is a

closer connection than between the community and the enterprise.

6 Discussion

With the accelerated aging of the population, high-quality elderly care services urgently need

to be established to improve the social service system. As such, studies of the conversion path

toward the new model of smart community elderly care are crucial to the scientific and ratio-

nal construction of elderly care services. Several elderly care phenomena and management rec-

ommendations based on the findings of this study seem to be clear and straightforward, thus

further energizing market-led smart elderly care in the community.

We clarified the role of the decision-making mechanism of the four participants in smart

community elderly care under market domination, finding an evolutionarily stable equilib-

rium strategy regarding the behavioural choices of the game participants, that is, {positive sup-

port, active assistance, providing smart services, choosing smart elderly care}. The

participation willingness of all gaming subjects interacts with each other, and multi-subject

synergy has been a major trend in the development of the field of smart elderly service [72].

Fig 15. When both community and enterprise perceived value of smart preference is high.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g015
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This puts forward higher requirements for the formulation of the interaction mechanism of

the main bodies. Therefore, collaborative governance should be achieved by strengthening

top-level design, based on the main function of different subjects on the smart community

elderly care service industry and their role positioning, dynamically integrating the links

between each subject and its business, eliminating as much as possible the information barriers

between the policy makers, service practitioners and the end-consumers, and establishing a

trust mechanism for mutual collaboration. So as to enable the government, the market and the

social mechanism to make concerted efforts in smart community elderly care services, and to

realise the collaboration of supply-side of the smart community elderly care service, the partic-

ipation of the demand-side as well as the synergy between the supply and the demand, thereby

jointly committing themselves to promote the rapid and sustainable development of smart

community elderly care model.

The local government, as the dominant player in urban administration and social security,

play a substantial role in promoting the construction of smart elderly care services by appro-

priately increasing policy and financial support. Here, household are the most sensitive to

increases in subsidy, followed by enterprise and community, which confirms the effectiveness

of demand-side incentives. In practice, China’s current subsidies for senior care services take

into account both the supply side and the demand side, and there is an imbalance between the

"weak demand and strong supply", but meanwhile, the transition of the supply structure from

primarily supply-side to primarily demand-side is becoming more and more pronounced [73].

Direct or indirect subsidy to the elderly can enhance their purchasing power, thus expanding

Fig 16. When both community and enterprise perceived value of traditional preference is high.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g016
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the market demand for elderly care services, and subsidy to service supply enterprise can alle-

viate the crowding-out effect of fiscal investment policies on private enterprise [74], which has

a similar effect on the smart community elderly care industry. Therefore, the local government

should actively lead all parties involved to promote the construction of smart community

elderly care and the transition to smart, and improve the system and operation standards of

smart community elderly care. At the same time, governments should flexibly and reasonably

control the capital incentive cost input, further clarify the positioning of financial subsidy,

strengthen the adjustment of the structure of financial expenditure at the supply-side level on

senior care services, enhance service subsidy system for the accurate construction at the

demand-side level, and appropriately promote the demand-side subsidy on the basis of the

combination of supply and demand, so as to better incentivise the smart community elderly

care market to improve quality and increase speed.

Communities’ and enterprises’ perceived value of household preferences facilitates their

choice of strategy. When the perceived value reaches a certain threshold, communities and

enterprises will actively adopt smart solutions and technologies, and the degree of acceptance

and recognition of smart services by elderly households is an important factor affecting the

perceived value of enterprises and communities. As consumers of elderly care services, the role

of consumerist characteristics of households (including personal perception, characteristic

and awareness) and external environmental factors (such as government policy, service level,

and changes in the social environment) induces the selection of household preferences [75,

76]. In the meantime, under the digital technology driven smart community elderly care

model, the two-way empowerment of information technology on the service supplying body

Fig 17. Evolutionary paths of the system at a higher resource synergy between communities and enterprises.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g017
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and the service receiving body has prompted the transformation from "supply-oriented" to

"demand-oriented", and the elderly are no longer the "passive recipients" of the services but the

"active creators" of the services, which highlights the importance of the elderly’s role in the

smart community elderly care industry. Hence, it is all the more necessary for policymakers to

shape the consumer environment for smart community elderly care, strengthen the education

of digital literacy for the elderly, popularise the concept of smart elderly care, promote the

research and development of ageing-friendly technology and ageing-friendly targeted service,

and thus increase the smart preference of households with elderly members. Moreover, the

government should collaborate with enterprises, communities and even social organizations

to make use of new technology such as big data to fully explore the actual needs of elderly

groups and open up various feedback channels for the household, so as to improve the appro-

priateness between the needs and the groups under the smart elderly care.

Finally, the two key factors of enterprise smart level and enterprise-community resource

synergy together promote the smart transition and construction of the supply side, systems are

more sensitive to the level of smart than resource synergy, and enterprise and community at

the same time effective implementation is more conducive to the realization of the smart com-

munity elderly care goal. Internally, as the most important service providers, enterprises

should follow the trend and fully grasp the opportunity, utilize digital and information tech-

nology to build a smart elderly service platform, and emphasize the learning and application of

new technologies as well as the construction of talent teams. Meanwhile, despite the fact that

service supply enterprises have a certain foundation in carrying out smart elderly care services,

Fig 18. Evolutionary paths of the system at a higher level of enterprise smart.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g018
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some of them also have problems such as shortage of resources and lack of specialization, and

are bound to face some challenges in penetrating into the field of smart elderly care services.

Therefore, in practice, enterprises need to advance from shallow to deep according to their

own situation and objective environment, so as to realize the transition from low-threshold

services to specialized services, and from standard services to smart customized services. On

this basis, enterprises should further improve the age-appropriateness of intelligent products

and services, pay attention to the experiences of elderly people with smart services, and over-

come the experience of coldness and rationality of digitalization and intelligence by providing

an inclusive and friendly service environment. Outwardly, when introducing service supply

enterprises, communities are expected to stipulate access thresholds, industry standards and

other preliminary preparations in advance, in order to enhance the fitness of communities and

enterprises as much as possible, and lay the foundation for subsequent cooperation. Commu-

nities should also establish a sound monitoring and feedback mechanism, and make full use of

digital technology to achieve integrated information decision making, so as to reduce the prob-

lems of low synergy in the resource system and low utilization of resources. Then, under the

government’s overall planning, it actively coordinates smart community elderly care services,

and facilitate the system’s transition to smart elderly care.

7 Conclusion

Smart community elderly care is important for the innovative development of the senior-care

industry ensure the growing demand for senior-care services is met. In this study, we

Fig 19. System evolution with high levels of smart and resource synergy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0297696.g019
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constructed an evolutionary game model that includes the local government, community, ser-

vice supply enterprise, and household with elderly members, then applied system dynamics to

explore the pathways for the smart community elderly care system to reach an ideal equilib-

rium state during the smart transition process. This study demonstrates the positive effect of

government stimulation on the smart community elderly care and the evolutionary impact of

the main internal and external factors that energise the market, as well as confirming the stra-

tegic choices made by household preferences for the community and enterprise. These find-

ings provide new insights into the evolutionary toward smart services in aging society, which

is conducive to promoting the scale and commercial development of China’s smart commu-

nity elderly care industry, and further provide references for the formulation of development

incentive mechanism.

However, this study has some limitations. For example, although smart community elderly

care has received certain attention, it may produce different effects and mechanisms between

different regions due to factors such as regional planning, level of economic development, pop-

ulation characteristic, and customary and cultural difference. Future studies can further elabo-

rate the construction of smart community elderly care in each geographic region and provide

more targeted management recommendations. Secondly, smart technology that are key ele-

ment in smart community elderly care, such as the smart elderly care integrated platform,

have not yet been analysed in depth in this paper. In future research, smart technology can be

included in the decision-making model to further emphasize its important impact in the smart

community elderly care system.
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